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A VOLTERRA EQUATION
WITH NONINTEGRABLE RESOLVENT

GUSTAF GRIPENBERG

Abstract. A counterexample, which shows that the resolvent associated

with a nonnegative, nonincreasing function need not be integrable, is

constructed.

For a locally integrable function, a, on R+ = [0, oo) the resolvent (kernel)

is defined to be the unique solution, r, of

r(t) + f'a(t - s)r(s) ds = a(t),       t E R + , (1)
•'o

The importance of the resolvent derives from the fact that the solution of the

linear Volterra equation

x(t) + f'a(t - s)x(s) ds = /(/),        / E R+, (2)
Jo

is given by

x(t)=f(t)-f'r(t-s)f(s)ds,       tER + . (3)

Equation (3) shows that if one knows that r E LX(R+) then one can draw a

number of conclusions concerning the asymptotic behaviour of the solution x

from the corresponding behaviour of the function /. Various conditions

implying that r E LX(R+) have been given in e.g. [l]-[3], [5]-[7]. If on the

other hand r E LX(R+) then the asymptotic behaviour of the solution x can

differ from that of the function /, see [8]. In [4] the question was raised

whether it is sufficient for the integrability of r to assume that a is nonnega-

tive, nonincreasing with a(0) < oo. Here we show that this is not the case and

we prove a slightly stronger result.

Theorem. The condition

a: [0, oo)—>[0, oo),   a nonincreasing, (4)

does not imply that the mapping: f -> f'0r(t - s)f(s) ds, where r is the resolvent

associated with a, maps L2(R + ) into itself.

Proof. For any function a that satisfies (4) the Laplace transform defined
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by

/•OO

â(s)=      e-s'a(t)dt (5)
■'0

is in fact continuous in the set (s|Re s > 0, s =£ 0}. This is easily seen

because if a(t) = ff dp(s) (assuming lim,^^ a(t) = 0) where p is a nonnega-

tive bounded measure, then

à (iy) = "j; r*in(yt) dp(t) -i± f°°(l- cos(yt)) dp(t),      y * 0.    (6)
y Jo y Jo

Then it follows directly from (1) that

â(s)

'(')- ! + /(,)'       Re* > 0,^0. (7)

Invoking the closed-graph theorem we see that it is sufficient to show that the

mapping: /'-» f'0r(t - s)f(s) ds is not necessarily continuous from L2(R+) to

L2(R+). Consequently (7) implies that the proof will be completed if we find

a function a such that (4) holds and

lim sup
.y->0

a(iy)

1 + a(iy)
= +00. (8)

To see this, assume that the above mentioned mapping is continuous from

L2(R+) to L2(R+) and put h(t) = f'0r(t - s)f(s) ds. Then we would clearly

have

h(iy) = â(iy)(l + â(iy))-lf(iy)

where the Fourier transforms of n and / are taken in the L2-sense. By (8) and

the continuity of â(iy)(\ + â(iy))~\y =£ 0, there exist for any n numbers en

and yn, 0 < e„ < y„, such that |â(z»(l + â(iy))~l\ > n when \y - y„\ <

e„/2. Fix n and take/ such that |/(/y)| > £„~1/2 when \y — yn\ < e„/2, but

11/11 l\r+) is bounded independently of n (use the Hubert transform). Now we

conclude that ||n||L2(Ä) > n which gives a contradiction by the Plancherel

theorem.

Now we are going to construct a nonnegative, bounded measure /i. and a

sequence { vm}„-i such that if

a(t) = ^ dp(s),       t G P+, (9)
Jt

then

Reâ(iym) = — l,   m > 2,    lmâ(iym)^>0   asm-»oo. (10)

First we define a sequence of integers

tfm+i = 3am + m,    m > 0,    a0 = 4. (11)
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The sequence {ym}„=x will be defined by

ym = 2~\       m>\. (12)

The measure /i will be (8 is the measure defined by 8(E) = 1 if 0 E E and

ô(7i) = 0 otherwise)
00

M(£)= Ec„i(£-a„) (13)
B-l

where

am = 277(2*» - 2«"-2*-'),       m > 1, (14)

and

cm = (sin bm)~l[ ym + 2 cnsin(yma„)J,       m > 2, c, = 1        (15)

where

bm -2»-2-2*-',       m > 1. (16)

First we must check that /x, as defined above, really is a nonnegative

bounded measure. It is easily seen that all the numbers cm are positive.

Obviously there exist constants kx and k2 such that

m-\

cm< kx(    max    c„)ym/3-1 2 4,
MOKm-1     ' n=x

< k2(     max    cn)ym/3m-1am_1 (17)
v 1 < n< m— 1     '

since the numbers am are increasing and (m — 2)am_2a~x_x remains bounded

by (11) and (14). As we clearly haveymam_1/3-1 < 2"fc+*-,+a*-' = 21-m by

(11), (12), (14) and (16) it follows easily from (17) that

cm = 0(2~m)   asm ^ oo. (18)

This fact shows that the measure /i is bounded and so the function a is well

defined by (9) and satisfies (4).

Now we proceed to study the numbers à(iym). Note that yman = 0 mod 27r

if « > m and thatymam = 2tr — bm. Hence it follows from (6) that

Re â(iym) = y-1 j 2 c„mí(ymaH) + cmsin(2tr - bm)\ (19)

and invoking (15) in (19) we conclude that

Reâ(/ym)= -1,       m>2. (20)

Utilizing the same properties of the sequences {ym}„_i and {am}™=x as

above it follows from (6) that

m-\

- Im(áym) =ym' 2 c„(l - cos(yman))
n=\

+ cmy-x(l-cos(2n-bm)). (21)
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As 1 - cos x = 0(x2) and since 2~_,|c„| < oo we obtain by (11), (12), (14),

(16), (18) and (21)

lmâ(>yJ = 0(yma2m_x) + 0(cj>ly-x)

= 0(2-*"+2*"-') + G(2-m-4*»-'+*»)

= 0(2-*->). (22)

Now (10) follows from (20) and (22) and as (8) follows from (10) the proof of

the theorem is completed.

Note added in proof. A related result is contained in I. A. Ibragimov, A

remark on the ergodic theorem for Markov chains, Theor. Probability Appl. 20

(1975), 174-176.
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